By substituting z = a + bi and 1/z = a -bi for i and -i into one of Pauli matrices and then casting (x,y) = (0,a+bi) as (x,y,z) = (0,a,b) and (x,y) = (a-bi,0) as (x,y,z) = (a,-b,0) by the geometry of our previously formulated combined spacetime 4-manifold = {(t+ti,x+yi,y+zi,z+xi)}, this paper generalizes the Dirac equation for a free electron into an equation that gives the motion (t,x(t),y(t),z(t)) for any free fermion or boson to be a uniform circular flow around two semi-circles connected with each other by an angle equal to 0, 30, 60, 90, or 180 degrees depending on the electric charge possessed by the particle. Even purely algebraically, any fermion or boson must correspond to a number on the complex unit circle, since the Dirac equation admits a Pauli matrix of z with modulus equal to one but not necessarily equal to i and all energies in free space must satisfy this Dirac equation as derived from the universally true equation of "energy-squared minus pc-squared equal to rest-energy-squared."
Introduction
This paper extends our previous analysis of a free electron-wave (Light, 2013) , where we showed its motion being that around two perpendicularly connected semi-circles by casting Pauli matrices in the Dirac equation in our proposed combined spacetime 4-manifold as 
∀a, b such that a 2 +b 2 =1, so that , 1 a bi i a b     ; therefore, any non-electron particle must be in correspondence with a specific complex number 0 0 a b i  of modulus 1 in the Pauli matrix 3  , whether with or without our proposed spacetime geometry of a combined 4-manifold. With our combined 4-manifold M [3] := { (t+ti,x+yi,y+zi,z+xi) }, however, the Dirac equation yields an exact 4-dimensional motion picture of any free particle-wave via 3  . This picture shows a uniform circular motion around two semi-circles connected with an acute angle = 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees respectively for the three generations of neutrinos, down quarks, up quarks, and electrons. This geometry explains in particular: (1) the above particles have rest masses because their wave motions must stop at the intersections of the two semi-circles for conservation of angular momenta, and (2) neutrinos have only one common spin direction because the two semi-circles coincide. As a motivation, we consider proton, made up of {u,u,d}. In our analysis, these three particle-waves coincide as one common ball known as proton for the reason that the quantum probability density for any particle of {u,u,d} to appear is proportional to r -4 to the ball center r = 0 by the property of the electric field (see Equation (2.4) below), so that {u,u,d} effectively present themselves as one point. As a consequence, their associated mini black holes are connected. The boundary of any black hole has proper time ∆t = 0 so that ∆x =c∆t = 0 and the entire boundary collapses topologically into one point. This quotient-space topology then reduces the three mini black holes to one and as a result {u,u,d} bind as a single proton.
In the next Section 2 we will formulate our ideas mathematically and apply our geometry to some baryons and mesons for an illustration. Then in Section 3 we will conclude with a summary remark.
Analysis
Dirac applied Clifford algebra to the equation
and derived his equation
, , 
Therein i∇≡ a 90-degree rotation of the gradient vector to arrive at the tangent vector = the direction of the momentum vector; since perpendicular to a gradient is a plane, this 90-degree rotation as represented by iis determined by the momentum vector from the equation of motion prescribed in advance.
Previously we postulated the (position) wavefunction for a free electron (Light, 2013, Equation (2.8) , which connected quantum mechanics to the classical electromagnetic field theory) to be: 
and based on which we derived our solution to the Dirac equation for the motion of a free electron-wave to be (for solutions to Dirac equations, without the geometry of our proposed combined spacetime 4-manifold, cf. e.g., Taub, 1949; Barut & Bracken, 1981 ; and the closest to our description, Rafanelli & Schiller, 1964) : 
with the value of α to be revealed later in Equation (2.17).
To facilitate our analysis and presentation, hereafter we shall adopt the following notations:
Then we have 
Analogously we have 
We now re-demonstrate that the above {ψ A , ψ B } solve the Dirac equation. avalue that depends on the reference frame, we have
In this way, we solved the Dirac equation and we have the wave motion for a free electron to be     1 1.5 2 2.5 3 , , , , , , , , 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 , , , , , , , , .
Here we note that Λ B is actually redundant since Λ A and Λ B are the same physical object viewed by two different frames. That is, consider first rotating the x-z plane around the y-axis clockwise by 90 degrees; then R (x,z) 
(W,T,E) = (T,E,B). Next, rotating the x-y plane around the z-axis clockwise by 90 degrees, we have R (x,y) (N,E) = (E,S)
and thus
, , , , , , , , . 
As such, Λ A (t) alone suffices to describe the motion of a free electron-wave, a path that is the union of two perpendicularly connected semi-circles,
In passing, we note here that the motion Λ A (t) explains why it takes 180×4 degrees to restore an electron-wave: the first sequence of W→N→E→T→W turns the z-axis upside down to -z, so that the second sequence of W→N→E→T→W restores -z to z (cf. Ahrens et al., 2012, forspin-flip; Karlovets, 2012 , for "twisted electrons").
We also note that the sequence of σ 1 →σ 2 →σ 3 defines one spin direction and its reverse σ 3 →σ 2 →σ 1 defines the opposite spin direction, W→T→E→N→W (cf. the CPT theorem).
To sum up, there exists exactly one path 
as two photon-waves.
If we generalize the Pauli matrix 
Recalling (from Equation (2.26)) that positron e  has the motions   Thus, for example, we have the following four distinct particles: , 3 , 3, 0 , 0, 3 , 3, 0 .
e e e a n d e Vol. 5, No. 4; To prepare for the ensuing analysis of particle collisions, we will use the symbol ⊞ for field superpositions, and we note that the mixing angles among the colliding fields determine the outcomes, a well-observed fact (cf. Alvarez et al., 2013; Tayduganov et al., 2012 to result in two photon-waves (noting here that the angle of 180 degrees of separation refers to the final state of field superposition, which is not to be identified with the mixing angle responsible for arriving at this state). Here and after we will use the square brackets for particle-waves resulting from a combination of particles and anti-particles.
Since neutrinos ν have the well-known parity asymmetry of possessing only one spin direction, we reason that their wave motions must be   Corben, 1961 , for an earlier struggle to make sense of "intrinsic spin," and most recently Aidala et al., 2013 , for a critical re-examination of this concept).
As an illustration, we analyze the neutron decay as follows:
where the embodiment of ; ; 0, 3 1,1 .
One can see that in the above β decay it definitely requires an anti-neutrino e  to effect the process. However, once e  becomes a free particle, its wave motion progresses as 
